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Abstract. Pseudonym systems allow users to interact with multiple
organizations anonymously by using pseudonyms. Such schemes are of
significant practical relevance because it is the best means of providing
privacy for users. In previous works, users transact with a organization
by demonstration of possession of a credential issued by the organization
or relationship with another credential. However, the information that a
user has a credential from a specific organization compromises privacy
of the user. In the present paper, we give a formal definition of practical
pseudonym system in which the level of privacy provided can be chosen
be according to security policies.

1 Introduction

As information gets increasingly accessible, it has been important that indi-
viduals control their information to protect their privacy. Pseudonym systems
(also called anonymous credential systems) [1–6] allow users to work effectively
and anonymously with multiple organizations by using different pseudonyms.
Such systems are called anonymous when transactions carried out by the same
user cannot be correlated. In the systems, an organization knows users by only
pseudonym in which each pseudonym cannot be linked to others. An organization
issues a credential on a pseudonym, and the corresponding user demonstrates the
possession of this credential to another organization without revealing anything
but the possession.

Lysyanskaya, Rivest, Sahai and Wolf [5] proposed a general pseudonym sys-
tem based on one-way functions and general zero-knowledge proofs. In their
scheme, however, credentials for a user need to be reissued by the organization
so that the user can prove the possession of a credential several times. Camenisch
and Lysyanskaya [6] solved such a problem by applying strong-RSA-based signa-
ture schemes [14] and group signature schemes [9] to their pseudonym system. In
their scheme, users can demonstrate the possession of credentials in any number
of times and these demonstrations cannot be linked to the same pseudonym.

However, unfortunately, the previous schemes [1–6], proving the possession of
a credential cannot but give a verifier the information about which organization
a user transacts with. A pseudonym system by Camenisch and Lysyanskaya
[6] is the most efficient and the practical in previous works. In their system, a
user establishes a pseudonym and its validating tag, then the user is issued a
credential as a signature on the tag by the organization. Their system requires



the public-key of an issuing organization to prove the possession of a credential
and thus gives the information of the organization to a verifier necessarily. As
a result, this compromises the privacy of users, although the verifier does not
necessarily need the information. The best pseudonym system should be able to
choose the level of privacy according to its security policies.

In this paper, we propose an anonymity-enhanced pseudonym system by
showing a credential issued by a group. Our system can allow a user to choose
the level of privacy according to their security policies. In our system, an organi-
zation is a member of a group, a credential on a pseudonym with an organization
is issued by the group manager. Such a credential is a signature on the validating
tag and the public-key of the organization by the group manager. Consequently,
the user can prove the possession of a credential from some organization in the
group without informing of the organization. Moreover, our system provides a
feature: flexibility of choosing the methods to prove the possession of a creden-
tial according to security policies. Namely, a user is given the four methods to
prove: (1) showing a credential with the identity of an organization if a user
needs to inform a verifier of the possession of a credential from the organiza-
tion, (2) showing a credential without the identity of an organization if a user
wants to give a verifier only the information that the credential is issued from a
group, (3) transferring a credential with the identity of an organization and (4)
transferring a credential without the identity of an organization if a user want to
prove the possession of a credential to another organization with whom the user
has established a pseudonym. Furthermore, our system satisfies all the desirable
properties that the previous schemes [1–6] have.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the
formal definitions and the requirements of an anonymity-enhanced pseudonym
system. In section 3, we propose a practical pseudonym system, after an overview.
The security is discussed in section 4.

2 Formal Definitions and Requirements

2.1 The model of pseudonym system

Our pseudonym system is constituted by the following players:

Certification authority (CA) : only entity that knows the user’s identity.
Group (GI) : set of organizations.
Group manager (GI) : only entity that has a secret-key of GI and grants a

credential to a user. (We use CA and G0 ∈ G0 as interchangeable name.)
Organization (Oi) : entity which belongs to groups.
User (U) : entity who registers with a group and transacts with an organization

in the group by the pseudonym.
Verifier (V ) : entity that verifies credentials of users.

Pseudonym systems should satisfy the following properties:



Anonymity of users : Verifiers (Verifying organizations) cannot find out any-
thing about a user, except the fact of the user’s ownership of a credentials,
even if it cooperates with others.

Unlinkability of pseudonyms : Different pseudonyms of the same user are not
linked, even if a group manager or an organization cooperates with others.

Unforgeability of credentials : It is impossible to forge a credential issued by a
group manager, even if users, other group managers and organizations team
up.

2.2 Ideal credential system

We define an ideal pseudonyms system [6] that relies on a trusted party T as an
intermediator that is responsible for the necessary properties of the system. All
transactions are made via T . T also ensures anonymity of the users towards the
group managers, organizations, and verifiers. For an ideal pseudonym system
(IPS) and a cryptographic pseudonym system without T (CPS), we gives a
security definition, same as [6].

Definition 1 Let V = poly(k) be the number of players in the system with
security parameter k. For an ideal pseudonym system IPS, and its cryptographic
implementation CPS, we denote a credential system with security parameter k
and event scheduler E for the events that take place in this system, by IPS(1k, E)
(resp., (CPS(1k, E))). If {A1(1k), . . . , AV (1k)} is a list of the players’s outputs,
then we denote these player’s outputs by {A1(1k), . . . , AV (1k)}PS(1k,E) when all
of them, together, exist within a pseudonyms system PS. CPS is secure if there
exists a simulator S (ideal-world adversary) such that the following holds, for all
interactive probabilistic polynomial-time machines A (real-world adversary), for
all sufficiently large k:
(1) In the IPS, S controls the players in the ideal-world corresponding to those
real world players controlled by A.
(2) For all event schedulers EA

{{Zi(1k)}V
i=1,A(1k)}CPS(1k,E) c≈ {{Zi(1k)}V

i=1,SA(1k)}IPS(1k,E)

where S is given black-box access to A, (D1(1k)
c≈ D2(1k) denotes computational

indistinguishability of the distributions D1 and D2.)

2.3 Functional definitions

This section provides functional definitions in our pseudonym system. Let k be
the security parameter and neg(k) denote any function that vanishes faster than
any inverse polynomial.

Definition 2 A pseudonym system consists of the following procedure:



Key generation– GKG, GK(O,G) and GKU for G,O ∈ G and U output a secret
and public-key pair (XG,YG) for a group G, (X(O,G),Y(O,G)) for an organi-
zation O ∈ G, and (XU ,YU ) for a user U , respectively. GKG and GKU take
as input 1k, and GK(U,O) takes 1k and a group public-key YG.

Pseudonym generation– GP 〈U, X〉 between U and an entity X ∈ G, takes as
U ’s private input the secret-key XU , and as their common input a group
public-key YG. The private output for U is some secret information S(U,X),
and the common output is U ’s pseudonym P(U,X).

Credential issue– IC〈U, G〉 between U and G ∈ G, outputs a credential C(U,G) on
P(U,G) ∈ GP 〈U, G〉. U ’s private input is XU and S(U,G), G’s private input is
a group secret-key XG, and their common input is YG and P(U,G). (GP � P
means that GP outputs P .)

Pseudonym’s validity generation– GV 〈U, Oi〉 between U and Oi ∈ G, outputs a
signature on P(U,Oi) ∈ GP 〈U, Oi〉. Oi’s private input is a secret-key X(Oi,G),
and their common input is YG,Y(Oi,G) and P(U,Oi) with Oi. U ’s private
output is a signature σ(U,Oi).

Credential blind issue– BIC〈U, G〉, blind issue of a credential on a pseudonym,
between U and G ∈ G, outputs a credential C(U,Oi) on P(U,Oi) ∈ GP 〈U, Oi〉
where Oi ∈ G. U ’s private input is XU ,S(U,G),S(U,Oi) and P(U,Oi), G’s pri-
vate input is XG, and their common input is YG,Y(Oi,G),P(U,G) and σ(U,Oi).

Credential showing– SC〈U, V 〉, showing a credential on a pseudonym with a
group, between U and V , takes as U ’s private input XU ,S(U,G),P(U,G) and
C(U,G), and as their common input YG. It outputs 1 or 0, which, if C(U,G) ∈
IC〈U, G〉(P(U,G)) where P(U,G) ∈ GP 〈U, G〉 or not with probability 1 −
neg(k), respectively. (IC(P) � C means that IC outputs C by an input P .)
SC+〈U, V 〉, showing a credential with identity of an organization, between
U and V , takes as U ’s private input XU ,S(U,Oi),P(U,Oi) and C(U,Oi), and as
their common input YG and Y(Oi,G). It outputs 1 or 0, which, if C(U,Oi) ∈
BIC〈U(P(U,Oi)), G〉 where P(U,Oi) ∈ GP 〈U, Oi〉, or not with probability 1 −
neg(k), respectively. (BIC〈U(P), G〉) � C means that BIC outputs C by U ’s
private input P .)
SC−〈U, V 〉, showing a credential without identity of an organization, be-
tween U and V , takes as U ’s private input XU ,S(U,Oi),P(U,Oi), C(U,Oi) and
Y(Oi,G), and as their common input YG. It outputs 1 or 0, which, if C(U,Oi) ∈
BIC〈U(P(U,Oi)), G〉 where P(U,Oi) ∈ GP 〈U, Oi〉, or not with probability 1 −
neg(k), respectively.

Credential transfer– TC〈U, Xj〉, transferring a credential on a pseudonym with
a group, between a user U and an entity Xj ∈ GJ , takes as U ’s private input
XU ,S(U,GI),S(U,Xj),P(U,GI) and C(U,GI), as their common input YGI ,YGJ

and P(U,Xj). It outputs 1 or 0, which, if C(U,GI) ∈ IC〈U, GI〉(P(U,GI)),
P(U,GI) ∈ GP 〈U(XU ), GI〉 and P(U,Xj) ∈ GP 〈U(XU ),Xj〉 or not with prob-
ability 1 − neg(k), respectively.
TC+〈U, Xj〉, transferring a credential with identity of an organization, be-
tween U and Xj ∈ GJ , takes as U ’s private input XU ,S(U,Oi),
S(U,Xj),P(U,Oi) and C(U,Oi), as their common input YGI ,YGJ ,Y(Oi,GI) and
P(U,Xj). It outputs 1 or 0, which, if C(U,Oi) ∈ BIC〈U(P(U,Oi)), GI〉, P(U,Oi) ∈



GP 〈U(XU ), Oi〉, and P(U,Xj) ∈ GP 〈U(XU ),Xj〉 or not with probability 1 −
neg(k), respectively.
TC−〈U, Xj〉, transferring a credential without identity of an organization,
between U and an entity Xj ∈ GJ , takes as U ’s private input XU ,S(U,Oi),
S(U,Xj),P(U,Oi), C(U,Oi) and Y(Oi,GI), and as their common input YGI ,YGJ

and P(U,Xj). It outputs 1 or 0, which, if C(U,Oi) ∈ BIC〈U(P(U,Oi)), GI〉,
P(U,Oi) ∈ GP 〈U(XU ), Oi〉, and P(U,Xj) ∈ GP 〈U(XU ),Xj〉 or not with prob-
ability 1 − neg(k), respectively.

2.4 Notations

We use the same notation in [6, 9] for the various proofs of knowledge of discrete
logarithms and proofs of the validity of statements about discrete logarithms.

(I) Proof of knowledge or equality in different groups: We use proofs that the
discrete logarithms of two group elements y1 ∈ G1, y2 ∈ G2 to the bases g1 ∈ G1

and g2 ∈ G2 in different groups G1 and G2 which has an order q1 and q2, respec-
tively, are equal . This proof can be realized only if both discrete logarithms lie in
the interval [0, min{q1, q2}]. PK{(α) : y1 = g1

α∧y2 = g2
α∧α ∈ [0, min{q1, q2}]}

denotes a “zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of integers α such that y1 = g1
α

and y2 = g2
α holds, where α ∈ [0, min{q1, q2}]”. This protocol generalized to

several different groups, to representations, and to arbitrary modular relations.
(II) Proof of knowledge of the discrete logarithm modulo a composite: In [6,

?], they apply such PK’s to the group of quadratic residues modulo a composite
n, G = QRn. Thus the prover needs to convince the verifier that elements he
presents are indeed quadratic residues. It is sufficient to execute PK{(α) : y2 =
(g2)α} instead of PK{(α) : y = gα} [6]. The quantity α is defined as logg2 y2

which is same as logg y in case y is a quadratic residue.
We use the notation PK2{(α) : y = gα} in the group of quadratic residues

modulo a composite, simply.

3 Construction of Pseudonym System

3.1 Procedures

We give an overview of our pseudonym system in this section. The basic system
comprises procedures, (1) System setup, (2) Registration of an organization (En-
try into the system of an organization), (3) Registration of a user ((3-1) Registra-
tion with CA (Entry into the system of a user), (3-2) Registration with a group,
(3-3) Registration with an organization), (4) Proof the possession of a credential
by a user ((4-1) Showing a credential with/without identity of an organization,
(4-2) Transferring a credential with/without identity of an organization).

In our paper, throughout we assume that users, organizations and group
managers are connected by perfect anonymous channels, and each protocol is
executed through a secure channel.



1. System setup:
All group managers GI generate their group secret and public-key pairs
(XGI ,YGI ) by running GKGI .

2. Registration with group G of organization Oi:
Oi runs GK(Oi,G), generates a secret and public-key pair (X(Oi,G),Y(Oi,G))
by using G’s public-key YG, and registers Y(Oi,G). A group manager G pub-
lishes a list of public-keys of organizations.

3-1. Registration with CA of user U :
After identification by U , CA checks that U is eligible to join the system.
U generates a master secret-key XU by running GKU , both U and CA run
GP 〈U(XU ), CA〉 to establish U ’s pseudonym P(U,CA) which is based on XU .
Then U can receive a credential C(U,CA), by running IC〈U, CA〉(P(U,CA)).

3-2. Registration with group G of user U :
Both U and G run GP 〈U(XU ), G〉 to establish U ’s pseudonym P(U,G), and
run TC〈U, G〉 to demonstrate whether or not U is a valid participant in the
system. In TC, U can prove the possession of C(U,CA) on P(U,CA) based on
XU where P(U,G) ∈ GP 〈U(XU ), G〉. If it is valid, G issues a credential C(U,G)

on P(U,G) to U by running IC〈U, G〉.
3-3. Registration with organization Oi ∈ G of user U :

Both U and Oi run GP 〈U(XU ), Oi〉 to get P(U,Oi), and run TC〈U, Oi〉 to
prove the possession of C(U,G) on P(U,G) based on XU . If it is valid, then they
run GV 〈U, Oi〉 to generate a proof of a validity of P(U,Oi), whose output
σ(U,Oi) guarantees that U has registered a pseudonym with Oi. Note that
σ(U,Oi) is the U ’s private output. After G checks the validity of σ(U,Oi), G
blindly issues a credential C(U,Oi) on P(U,Oi) by running BIC〈U(P(U,Oi)), G〉.

4-1. Showing of a credential on a pseudonym with organization Oi: U chooses a
way to show a credential. If U wants to let V know an organization Oi ∈ G
with which U transacts, then both U and V run SC+〈U, V 〉(Y(Oi,G)), which
assures that U has C(U,Oi) on P(U,Oi) established with Oi. If U does not
want to let V know the corresponding organization, both U and V run
SC−〈U(Y(Oi,G)), V 〉 which proves the only possession of a credential C(U,Oi)

on P(U,Oi) without revealing Y(Oi,G), C(U,Oi) and P(U,Oi).
4-2. Transferring a credential on a pseudonym with organization Oi: Let U reg-

ister P(U,Oi) and P(U,Xj) with an organization Oi ∈ GI and Xj ∈ GJ respec-
tively. Both U and Xj execute TC+〈U, Xj〉(Y(Oi,GI)) which assures that U
has C(U,Oi) on P(U,Oi) based on XU where P(U,Xj) ∈ GP 〈U(XU ),Xj〉, with-
out revealing C(U,Oi) and P(U,Oi). If U does not want to let Xj know the
organization Oi, then both U and Xj run TC−〈U(Y(Oi,GI)),Xj〉.

3.2 Constructions of pseudonym systems

This section provides constructions of our pseudonym system.

Common system parameter



Security-related system parameters are as follows: the length �n of the RSA
modulus, the integer intervals Γ =]−2�Γ , 2�Γ [, ∆ =]−2�∆ , 2�∆ [, Λ =]2�Λ, 2�Λ+�Σ [,
such that �∆ = ε�Γ and �Γ = 2�n, where ε > 1 is a security parameter, and
2�Λ > 2(22�Γ + 2�Γ + 2�∆), and 2(2�Σ (22�Γ + 2�∆) + 2�∆) < 2�Λ.

Generation of keys

1. A group manager G ∈ G chooses random �n/2-bit primes p′G, q′G such that
pG := 2p′G + 1 and qG := 2q′G + 1 are prime, sets modulus nG := pGqG. It
also chooses elements dG, eG, fG, gG, hG ∈R QRnG . It stores XG:= (pG, qG)
as its secret-keys, and publishes YG:= (nG, dG, eG, fG, gG, hG) as its public-
key together with a proof that nG is the product of two safe primes and that
the elements dG, eG, fG, gG and hG lie indeed in QRnG .

2. An organization Oi chooses a secret-key x(Oi,G) ∈R Γ and sets a correspond-
ing public-key y(Oi,G) := gG

x(Oi,G) (mod nG) to register with group G. Oi

stores x(Oi,G) as a secret-key X(Oi,G) and publishes y(Oi,G) and its identity
id(Oi,G) as Oi’s public-keys Y(Oi,G).

3. A user U chooses a random secret element xU ∈ Γ , and stores it as U ’s
master secret-key XU in the system.

Generation of a pseudonym

GP 〈U, X〉 assures that P(U,X) = (N(U,X), P(U,X)) is of right form, i.e., P(U,X) =
gG

xU hG
s(U,X) , with xU ∈ Γ and s(U,X) ∈ ∆. N(U,X) and P(U,X) are called a nym

and its validating tag, respectively. To establish a pseudonym with an entity X ,
both U and X carry out the following protocol:

1. U chooses N1 ∈ {0, 1}k, r1 ∈R ∆ and r2, r3 ∈R {0, 1}2�n, sets c1:= dG
r1eG

r2

and c2:= dG
xU eG

r3 . U sends N1, c1 and c2 to X , and serves as the prover to
verifier X in PK2{(α, β, γ, δ) : c1 = dG

αeG
β ∧ c2 = dG

γeG
δ}, to prove c1

and c2 are generated correctly.
2. X chooses r ∈R ∆ , and sends r and N2 to U .
3. U sets the nym N(U,X):= N1||N2, and computes s(U,X) := (r1+r (mod 2�∆+1+

1))−2�∆ +1, and s̃ =
⌊
(r1 + r)/(2�∆+1 − 1)

⌋
. U sets P(U,X):= gG

xU hG
s(U,X)

as a validating tag of N(U,X). U sends P(U,X) to X , and shows that it was
formed correctly: U sets c3:= dG

s̃eG
r4 for r4 ∈R {0, 1}�n , sends it to X .

Then they engage in

PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ϑ, ξ) : c1 = dG
αeG

β

∧ c2 = dG
γeG

δ

∧ c3 = dG
εeG

ζ

∧ P(U,X) = gG
γhG

ϑ

∧ (c1(dG)r−2�∆+1)/(c3
2�∆+1+1) = dG

ϑeG
ξ

∧ γ ∈ Γ ∧ ϑ ∈ ∆}.

5. X stores P(U,X) = (N(U,X), P(U,X)) in its database.
6. U stores (S(U,X),P(U,X)) = (s(U,X), {N(U,X), P(U,X)}) in its record with X .



Issue of a credential on a pseudonym with a group

IC〈U, G〉 guarantees that a credential on a previously established P(U,G) is
C(U,G) = (E(U,G), C(U,G)) such that C(U,G) ≡ (P(U,G)fG)1/E(U,G) (mod nG). To
be granted credential, U runs the following protocol with G:

1. U identifies as its owner by PK2{(α, β) : P(U,G) = gG
αhG

β} for P(U,G) in
G’s database.

2. G chooses a random prime E(U,G) ∈R Λ, computes C(U,G):= (P(U,G)fG)1/E(U,G)

(mod nG), and sends E(U,G) and C(U,G) to U . Then G stores C(U,G) =
(E(U,G), C(U,G)) as a credential on P(U,G).

3. U checks if C(U,G)
E(U,G) ≡ P(U,G)fG (mod nG) and E(U,G) ∈ Λ, and stores

C(U,G) = (E(U,G), C(U,G)) in its record with group G.

Showing a credential on a pseudonym with a group

U proves the possession of C(U,G) ∈ IC〈U, G〉 by running SC. Both U and V
engage in the following protocol:

1. U sets c1:= C(U,G)eG
r1 and c2:= eG

r1dG
r2 for r1, r2 ∈R {0, 1}2�n, and sends

c1 and c2 to V ,
2. U engages with V in

PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ) : fG = c1
α/gG

βhG
γeG

δ

∧ c2 = eG
εdG

ζ

∧ 1 = c2
α/eG

δdG
ξ

∧ α ∈ Λ ∧ β ∈ Γ ∧ γ ∈ ∆}.

Transferring a credential on a pseudonym with a group

TC assures that U owns C(U,GI) on P(U,GI) based on XU where P(U,Xj) ∈
GP 〈U(XU ),Xj〉. U proves it by running TC with Xj ∈ GJ with whom U has
established P(U,Xj):

1. U sets c1:= C(U,GI)eG
r1 and c2:= eGI

r1dGI

r2 for r1, r2 ∈R {0, 1}2�n, and
sends c1 and c2 to Xj ,

2. U engages with Xi in

PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ, η) : fGI = c1
α/gGI

βhGI

γeGI
δ

∧ c2 = eGI
εdGI

ζ

∧ 1 = c2
α/eGI

δdGI

ξ

∧ P(U,Xj) = gGJ
βhGJ

η

∧ α ∈ Λ ∧ β ∈ Γ ∧ γ ∈ ∆},

for P(U,Xj) in Xj ’s database.



Generation of a proof of pseudonym’s validity

GV guarantees that U ’s output σ(U,Oi) is independent of Oi’s view of the
conversation. In order to generate a signature on P(U,Oi), both U and Oi run
GV :

1. U identifies as its owner by PK2{(α, β) : P(U,Oi) = gG
αhG

β}, for P(U,Oi) in
Oi’s database.

2. Oi generates Q(U,Oi) := P(U,Oi)
x(Oi,G) , t1 := gG

r and t2 := P(U,Oi)
r for r ∈R

{0, 1}2�n, and sends Q(U,Oi), t1 and t2 to U .
3. U chooses r1, r2 and r3 ∈R {0, 1}2�n and computes t1

′ := t1gG
r1y(Oi,G)

r2 ,
t2

′ := (t2P(U,Oi)
r1Q(U,Oi)

r2)r3 , P ′
(U,Oi)

:= P(U,Oi)
r3 and Q′

(U,Oi)
:= Q(U,Oi)

r3 .
Then U sets e′ := H(gG, y(Oi,G), P

′
(U,Oi)

, Q′
(U,Oi)

, t1
′, t2′), sends e := e′ − r2

to Oi.
4. Oi computes s := r − ex(Oi,G) and sends it to U .
5. U checks if t1 = gG

sy(Oi,G)
e, t2 = P(U,Oi)

sQ(U,Oi)
e, and sets s′ := s + r1.

Then U stores σ(U,Oi) := (e′, s′, P ′
(U,Oi)

, Q′
(U,Oi)

) as a proof of a validity of
P(U,Oi), and keeps r3 secretly until U gets a credential on P(U,Oi).

Issue of a credential on a pseudonym with an organization

BIC〈U, G〉 guarantees that a credential on P(U,Oi) is C(U,Oi) = (E(U,Oi), C(U,Oi))
such that C(U,Oi) ≡ (P(U,Oi)dG

id(Oi,G)fG)1/E(U,Oi) . BIC establishes C(U,Oi) with-
out revealing anything more than the fact that U has registered with Oi to G.
Such a credential can be granted by using the blind RSA-signature [1] in the
following protocol:

1. U chooses a prime E(U,Oi) ∈R Λ and r ∈R ZnG , and generates c := rE(U,Oi)P(U,Oi)

dG
id(Oi,G)fG. Then U sends c, E(U,Oi) and σ(U,Oi). Furthermore U must show

that σ(U,Oi) was generated to U and c was generated correctly: U computes
c1 := reG

r1 for r1 ∈R {0, 1}2�n, and engages with G in

PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ, η) : P(U,G) = gG
αhG

β

∧ 1 = P(U,G)
γ/gG

δhG
ε

∧ P ′
(U,Oi)

= gG
δhG

ζ

∧ P ′
(U,Oi)

= cγ(eG
E(U,Oi))ξ/(c1

E(U,Oi)dG
id(U,Oi)fG)γ

∧ α ∈ Γ, β ∈ ∆},

for P(U,G) in G’s database.
2. Oi checks if σ is valid: if e′ = H(gG, y(Oi,G), P

′
(U,Oi)

, Q′
(U,Oi)

, t̃1, t̃2) where

t̃1 = gG
s′

y(Oi,G)
e′

, t̃2 = P ′
(U,Oi)

s′
Q′

(U,Oi)
e′

, and y(Oi,G) is in G’s public-key
list. Then Oi computes c′ := c1/E(U,Oi) and sends it to U .

3. U sets C(U,Oi) := c′/r. Then U checks if C(U,Oi)
E(U,Oi) ≡ P(U,Oi)dG

id(Oi,G)fG

(mod nG), and stores (E(U,Oi), C(U,Oi)) in its record with organization Oi.



Showing a credential with identity of an organization

To prove the possession of C(U,Oi) ∈ BIC〈U, G〉, both U and V run SC+.
They engage in the following protocol:

1. U sets c1:= C(U,Oi)eG
r1 and c2:= eG

r1dG
r2 for r1, r2 ∈R {0, 1}2�n, and sends

c1 and c2 to V ,
2. U engages with V in

PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ) : fGdG
id(Oi,G) = c1

α/gG
βhG

γeG
δ

∧ c2 = eG
εdG

ζ

∧ 1 = c2
α/eG

δdG
ξ

∧ α ∈ Λ ∧ β ∈ Γ ∧ γ ∈ ∆}.

Showing a credential without identity of an organization

In order to prove the possession of a credential generated by running BIC〈U, G〉,
both U and V run SC−. They engage in the following protocol:

1. U sets c1:= C(U,Oi)eG
r1 and c2:= eG

r1dG
r2 for r1, r2 ∈R {0, 1}2�n, and sends

c1 and c2 to V ,
2. U engages with V in

PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ, η) : fG = c1
α/gG

βhG
γdG

δeG
ε

∧ c2 = eG
ζdG

ξ

∧ 1 = c2
α/eG

εdG
η

∧ α ∈ Λ ∧ β ∈ Γ ∧ γ ∈ ∆}.

Transferring a credential with identity of an organization

In TC+, U proves the possession of C(U,Oi) on P(U,Oi) based on XU where
P(U,Xj) ∈ GP 〈U(XU ),Xj〉 to Xj ∈ GJ :

1. U sets c1:= C(U,Oi)eGI
r1 and c2:= eGI

r1dGI

r2 for r1, r2 ∈R {0, 1}2�n, and
sends c1 and c2 to Xj ,

2. U engages with Xj in

PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ, η) : fGIdGI

id(Oi,GI ) = c1
α/gGI

βhGI

γeGI
δ

∧ c2 = eGI
εdGI

ζ

∧ 1 = c2
α/eGI

δdGI

ξ

∧ P(U,Xj) = gGJ
βhGJ

η

∧ α ∈ Λ ∧ β ∈ Γ ∧ γ ∈ ∆},
for P(U,Xj) in Xj ’s database.

Transferring a credential without identity of an organization

U proves the possession of a credential generated by running BIC〈U, GI〉 on
a pseudonym based on XU where P(U,Xj) ∈ GP 〈U(XU ),Xj〉:



1. U sets c1:= C(U,Oi)eGI
r1 and c2:= eGI

r1dGI

r2 for r1, r2 ∈R {0, 1}2�n, and
sends c1 and c2 to Xj ,

2. U engages with Xj in

PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ, η, ϕ) : fGI = c1
α/gGI

βhGI

γdGI

δeGI
ε

∧ c2 = eGI
ζdGI

ξ

∧ 1 = c2
α/eGI

εdGI

η

∧ P(U,Xj) = gGJ
βhGJ

ϕ

∧ α ∈ Λ ∧ β ∈ Γ ∧ γ ∈ ∆},
for P(U,Xj) in Xj’s database.

4 Proof of Security for Our Scheme

In this section, we assess the security of our pseudonym system. Under the
strong RSA assumption and the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption modulo a
safe prime product, the following technical lemmas about the protocols described
are stated here:

Lemma 3 The PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ϑ, ξ) : c1 = dG
αeG

β ∧ c2 = dG
γeG

δ ∧ c3 =
dG

εeG
ζ ∧ P(U,X) = gG

γhG
ϑ ∧ (c1(dG)r−2�∆+1)/(c3

2�∆+1+1) = dG
ϑeG

ξ ∧ γ ∈
Γ ∧ ϑ ∈ ∆} in GP is a statistical zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of the
correctly formed values xU , s(U,X) that correspond to a pseudonym validating tag
P(U,X).

Lemma 4 The PK2 protocols in SC, TC, SC+, SC−, TC+ and TC− are a sta-
tistical zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of the prover’s master secret-key, cor-
responding secret information(s) and credential in right form.

The proofs of these Lemmas is closely related to Lemma 1, 2 and 3 of [6], we
only prove the security of the PK2 protocol in TC− here. The other proofs can
easily inferred from the following.

Lemma 5 The PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ, η, ϕ) : fGI = c1
α/gGI

βhGI

γdGI

δeGI
ε ∧

c2 = eGI
ζdGI

ξ ∧ 1 = c2
α/eGI

εdGI

η ∧ P(U,Xj) = gGJ
βhGJ

ϕ ∧ α ∈ Λ ∧ β ∈
Γ∧γ ∈ ∆} in TC− is a statistical zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of the values
x ∈ Γ, s1, s2 ∈ ∆,E ∈ Λ, C, and y such that P(U,Xj) = gGJ

xhGJ

s1 (mod nGJ ),
and CE = gGI

xhGI

s2dGI

yfGI (mod nGI ).

Proof. By the properties of the PK2 and the RSA assumption, the knowledge
extractor can produce values α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ, η, ϕ such that the statement after
the colon holds. As c2 = eGI

ζdGI

ξ and 1 = c2
α/eGI

εdGI

η from which we con-
clude that ζα = ε (mod ord(eGI )), we have c1

α/eGI
ε = gGI

βhGI

γdGI

δfG =
(c1/eGI

ζ)α, where α ∈ Λ, β ∈ Γ and γ ∈ ∆. It follows that U must know a valid
credential c1/eGI

ζ on a pseudonym. Furthermore, from P(U,Xj) = gGJ
βhGJ

η, it
guarantees that both pseudonym P(U,Xj) and a pseudonym registered with Oi

are based on the same master secret key.



Lemma 6 The PK2{(α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, ξ, η) : P(U,G) = gG
αhG

β∧1 = P(U,G)
γ/gG

δhG
ε

∧ P ′
(U,Oi)

= gG
δhG

ζ ∧ P ′
(U,Oi)

= cγ(eG
E(U,Oi))ξ/(c1

E(U,Oi)dG
id(U,Oi)fG)γ ∧ α ∈

Γ, β ∈ ∆} in BIC is a statistical zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of the values
x ∈ Γ, s ∈ ∆, r, and r3 such that P(U,G) = gG

xhG
s, c = rE(U,Oi)P(U,Oi)dG

id(Oi,G)fG

and P ′
(U,Oi)

= P(U,Oi)
r3 .

Proof. In the statement after the colon, P(U,G) = gG
αhG

β and 1 = P(U,G)
γ/gG

δhG
ε

from which we conclude αγ ≡ δ (mod ord(gG)). From P ′
(U,Oi)

= cγ(eG
E(U,Oi))ξ

/(c1
E(U,Oi)dG

id(U,Oi)fG)γ , we have cγ = gG
δhG

ζ(c1
E(U,Oi)dG

id(Oi,G)fG)γ/(eG
E(U,Oi))ξ

= {(c1/eG
ξ/γ)E(U,Oi)gG

αhG
ζ/γdG

id(Oi,G)fG}γ . As α ∈ Γ and β ∈ ∆, c is formed
collectly, by using the same key underlying P(U,G).

4.1 Description of the simulator

We have to describe simulator S for our scheme and then show that it satisfies
Definition 1. The parties the adversary A controls are subsumed into a single
party. We only describe the simulator for the adversary.

Setup.
For the group manager G ∈ G and the organization O ∈ G not controlled by
A, S sets up their secret and public-key (XG,YG), and (X(Oi,G),Y(Oi,G)) as
dictated by the protocol. Furthermore, S creates an archiveG or archiveO

where it will record the credentials of users controlled by A with the group
manager or the organization. It also initialized a list of users controlled by
A, listA.

Generation of a pseudonym with a group.
A user establishes a pseudonym with a group manager G:
(I) If a user is controlled by A, (i) S uses the knowledge extractor of Lemma
3 to discover the user’s master secret key x and the secret values s, (i-1)
If x /∈ listA, S creates a new user U with login name LU , and obtains a
pseudonym N(U,G), and a key KU corresponding to LU by interaction with
T . Denote (x, s) by (xU , s(U,G)), S stores (U, LU , xU , KU , N(U,G), s(U,G)) in
listA, (ii-2) If x ∈ listA, S obtains N(U,G) for this user U corresponding to
x by interaction with T , and adds N(U,G), s(U,G) := s to U ’s record.
(II) If a group manager G is controlled by A, S will use the zero-knowledge
simulator from Lemma 3 to furnish the A’s view of the protocol.

Issue a credential on a pseudonym with a group.
A user requests a group manager G to issue a credential:
(I) If a user is controlled by A, (i) upon receiving a message from T , S
runs the knowledge extractor for the proof of knowledge of step 1 of IC,
to determine the value x and s. For N corresponding to (x, s), (i-1) if
N /∈ listA, then S refuses to grant a credential. (i-2) If N ∈ listA, then
S issued the correct E and C by interaction with T . S stores the values
(xU , s(U,G), E(U,G), C(U,G)) := (x, s, E, C) in archiveG.
(II) If a group manager G is controlled by A, S will run the zero-knowledge
simulator for step 1 of IC, and continue the protocol as U would. If the user
accepts, then S informs T that the credential was granted.



Generation of a pseudonym with an organization.
A user establishes a pseudonym with an organization O ∈ G:
This part of the simulator can easily be inferred from the part for the above
Generation of a pseudonym with a group.

Generation of a proof of pseudonym’s validity.
A user requests an organization O to grant a proof of pseudonym’s validity:
(I) If a user is controlled by A, (i) S uses the knowledge extractor for PK of
step 1 of GV to discover the user’s key x and the value s. For N corresponding
to (x, s), (i-1) If N /∈ listA, S refuses to grant a proof of pseudonym’s validity.
(i-2) If N ∈ listA, S grants σ by interaction with T .
(II) If an organization O is controlled by A, S will run the zero-knowledge
simulator for step 1 of GV , and continue the protocol as U would.

Issue a credential on a pseudonym with an organization.
A user requests a group manager G ∈ G to issue a credential with an orga-
nization O ∈ G:
(I) If a user is controlled by A, (i) upon receiving a message from T , S
runs the knowledge extractor for the proof of knowledge of step 1 of BIC to
extract the value x, s(U,G), s(U,O) and r. (i-1) If (x, s(U,G)) /∈ archiveG, then
S refuses to grant a credential, (i-2) If (x, s(U,G)) ∈ archiveG, then S issues
the correct c′ corresponding to E by executing the rest of the G’s side of it.
S determines C by c′/r. It stores the values (x, s(U,O), C,E) in archiveO.
(II) If a user is controlled by A and an organization O ∈ G is dishonest, (i)
upon receiving a message from T , S runs the knowledge extractor for the
proof of knowledge of step 1 of BIC, to extract the value x, s(U,G), s and
r. S looks at archiveO: (i-1) If (x, s) ∈ archiveO, S denotes this user by
U , (i-2) If (x, s) /∈ archiveO, let U be the user with x. S obtains N(U,O) by
interaction with T , (ii) S looks at archiveG: (ii-1) If (x, s(U,G)) /∈ archiveG,
then S refuses to grant a credential, (ii-2) If (x, s(U,G)) ∈ archiveG, then
S issues the correct c′ corresponding to E by executing the rest of the G’s
side of it. S determines C by c′/r. It stores the values (x, s(U,O), C,E) in
archiveO.
(III) If an issuing group manager G ∈ G controlled by A, S will run the
zero-knowledge simulator for step 1 of BIC, and execute the rest of the
user’s side of it. If the user accepts, then S informs T that the credential
was granted.

Showing a credential with identity of an organization
Showing a credential without identity of an organization
Transferring a credential with identity of an organization

These parts of the simulator can easily be inferred from the part for Trans-
ferring a credential without identity of an organization that follows.

Transferring a credential without identity of an organization.
A user wants to show ownership of a credential of a pseudonym with some
organization in a group GI to an organization Oj ∈ GJ :
(I) If a user is controlled by A, (i) S runs Oj ’s part of TC−, and extracts
the values x, s(U,Oi), s(U,Oj), E, C and y(Oi,GI) with the knowledge extrac-
tor of Lemma 5. (i-1) if (x, s(U,Oi), E, C) /∈ archiveOi , S rejects, (i-2) If



(x, s(U,Oi), E, C) ∈ archiveOi , S communicates with T for transferring a
credential by U .
(II) If a user is controlled by A and an issuing group manager GI is dishonest,
(i) S runs Oj ’ side of CT− with the knowledge extractor of Lemma 5 to
obtain the values x, s, s(U,Oj), E, C and y, let Oi be an organization whose
public-key is y. (i-1) If Oj ’s side of the protocol reject, it does nothing, (i-
2) Otherwise: (2-A-a) If x ∈ archiveOi , denote this user by U , (2-A-b) If
x /∈ archiveOi , let U be the user with x, and S obtain N(U,Oi) by interaction
with T . (2-B) If (E, C) /∈ archiveOi , then S runs BIC, adds the output to
U ’s record. (2-C) S communicates with T for transferring a credential by U .
(III) If a verification organization Oj is controlled by A, S runs the zero-
knowledge simulator of Lemma 5 to do that.

4.2 Proof of Successful Simulation

We show that our simulator fails with negligible probability only. We show in the
following lemma that a tuple (x, s, E, C) the knowledge of which is essential for
proving possession of a credential, is unforgeable even under an adaptive attack.
As these proofs can be found in [6], we leave out the proofs.

Lemma 7 Under the strong RSA assumption and the discrete logarithm as-
sumption modulo a safe prime product, if a polynomially bounded adversary suc-
ceeds in proving ownership of a valid credential record (P,E, C) with a group G,
then this credential record was created by running GP , IC and TC with a group
manager G ∈ G.

Lemma 8 Under the strong RSA assumption, the discrete logarithm assumption
modulo a safe prime product and , if a polynomially bounded adversary succeeds
in proving ownership of a valid credential record (P,E, C) with an organization
O ∈ G, then this credential record was created by running GP and TC with an
organization O ∈ G , BIC with a group manager G ∈ G.

The statistical zero-knowledge property of the underlying protocols gives us
Lemma 9 which in turn implies Theorem 10.

Lemma 9 The view of the adversary in the real protocol is statistically close to
his view in the simulation.

Theorem 10 Under the strong RSA assumption, the decisional Diffie-Hellman
assumption modulo a safe prime product, and the assumption that factoring is
hard, our pseudonym system described above is secure.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents an anonymity-enhanced pseudonym system; a user can select
a way to prove the possession of a credential on a pseudonym with an organiza-
tion. We can add a mechanism: global anonymity revocation for discovering the



identity of a user whose transactions are illegal, or local anonymity revocation
for revealing a pseudonym of a user who misuses the credential, in the same way
as [6].
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